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The objective of this task is to calculat_ damage evolution
at the critical location of selected components of reusable
space propulsion systems as a function of their operating
environment(s) and to relate the evolution of damage at the
critical locations to the performance variables of the
propulsion system using advanced constitutive and damage
models. The models so developed will be oriented toward use
in an advanced diagnostic/prognostic health monitoring
system for reusable propulsion systems. Further, the models
developed must be amenable to a probabilistic interpretation
in the future. The intent is to build on the state of the
art of previous work in these fields whenever possible
rather than to develop new models. The components to be
modelled include, a Lox Post (injector element), a thrust
chamber, and a turbine blade. The study conducted on the Lox
Post is reported here.
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The loads that c_ntribute to the main injector iox post
damage evolution are temperature, static and dynamic
pressure loads, and vibration loads. The temperature load on
the post is controlled by engine system variables such as
preburner mix_ur_ r_tic, hot gas temperatur_ and flow rate,
Lox temperature and ficw rate, local hot gas and coolant
film ceefficients, and any other local geometric and
material property parameters. The pressure loads are a
function of fluid drag and turbulence and static pressure
differentia!. In this particular application damage at a row
12 Lox post thread root location is computed and related to
system variables. It is apparent that generation of a link
between performance variables and damage will span several
disciplines such as engine performance, fluid mechanics,
heat-transfer, structural analysis, and material science.
In general, for any component only a subset of the system
variables that influence damage are directly measured in an
actual flight. Thus it becomes necessary to rely on a
numerical engine model that will compute the system
variables that influence damage directly from a set of
measured more primitive(independent) and/or local system
variables that control engine health, thrust and
performance. The most frequently used form of the model is
the influence coefficient model which derives its origin
from the more computationally intensive engine balance model
and test measurements. Typically, the influence coefficient
model is generated such that it accurately portrays engine
performance in the plus or minus 3 sigma range of engine
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performance. One such influence coefficient model is used as
part of this task.
The development of the system variable to structural
response link require a large number of one time heat
transfer and structural analysis runs covering the entire
start transient, steady state, and cut off transient.
Several parametric heat transfer analyses were run to set up
influence coefficient models for different regions of the
Lox Post that help to quickly compute the entire temperature
field in the Lox Post over the full duty cycle given the
local system variables. Using heat transfer influence
coefficient models several parametric nonlinear structural
analyses over two duty cycles were run to establish the link
between system variables to temperature,stress levels,
strain levels and, multiaxial factors at the critical
locations of the hysteresis loop. A very refined
axisymmetric model was used for this purpose.
Since the temperature was low enough for this component, the
standard rate independant plasticity model was considered
adequate for this application.
The dynamic response due to random pressure and mechanical
vibration was computed using a detailed beam finite element
model. The pressure P.S.D.shape and power, correlation
length and their relation to local mass flow rate and fluid
density were obtained from fluid dynamics unit. These system
variables are linked to other system variables through
engine system models. The r.m.s.stresses due to mechanical
vibration (harmonics and random) were obtained using a
multibase excitation analysis. Thus the r.m.s, high
frequency stress response due to dynamic excitation is
linked to system variables.
Thus at the end of above steps, the link between system
variables to response variables that control damage
evolution has been established. The damage computation
module has been written with enough modularity to compute
damage due to linear as well as nonlinear accumulation
algorithms using the damage curve approach. Given the system
variables, power level, and their duration the module
computes the damage accumulated and if necessary computes
the remaining flight life assuming that the last flight
profile will be repeated in future flights. Several further
options are available for the user to experiment with
different stress amplitude distributions, order effect,
hydrogen embrittlement and mutiaxia!ity factors, etc.
Future efforts involve the examination of system variables
on life prediction of Main Combustion Chamber Liner and
Turbine Blades. The main combustion chamber liner effort
involves the implementation of thermal rachetting and crack
growth prediction models and turbine blade effort involves
implementation of life prediction methodologies for
anisotropic superalloys.
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AN EXAMPLE OF INDEPENDEN1 AND DEPENDENT VARIABLE SET
INDEPENDENT VALUES
1. FACILITY MIXTURE RATIO
2, FUEL INL TOTAL PR (PSIA)
3. OXID ]NL TOTAL PR (PS1A)
_ FUEL INL TEMP (DEG R)
S, OXID 1NL 1EHP (DEG R)
6. HPFTP TURB NOZZ AREA
7. HPOIP TURB EFF MUI.I
8. IIPOTP TURB NOZZ AREA
9. THRUST CHAMB C* MUI.T
10. IIPFTP TURE EFF MUI.I
11. POWER LEVEl_
]2. ETC ....
6.0260
30.OO00
IO0.O000
37.0000
]611.ODD0
10.8000
1.03]O
2.8960
1.0053
.92h0
l.OqO0
DEPENDENT VALIIES
i. IIPOTP SPEED (RPMI
2. IIPF1P SPEED (RPM)
3. IIPOtP PUMP DIS PR (PSIA)
Jl. ilPF1P PUMP DIS PR (PSIA)
S. OP8 CIIAMBER PR (PSIA)
6. FP8 C/lAMBER PR (PSIA)
7. ENGINE OXID FLOWRA1E
8. ENGINE FUEl. FLOI,/RA1E
9. ENGINE TIIRUST
I0. OXlD PRESSIIRAN1 FIR
11. I-Ilhl. PRESSURAN] F/N
12. OPOV POSI I ION
1_. FPOV POSITION
lq. MCC ]NJEC10R END PR
IS. IIPOP INI.E[ PR (PSIA)
16. IIPFP INI.ET PR (PS1A)
17. PEP DISCII PR (PSIA)
18. IIPOP INI.ET TEMP
19. IIPOP DISCH 1EMP
20. IIPFP OISCII 1EHP
21. PEP DISCH TEMP
22. IIPFP INLET TEMP
23. LPO1P SPEED
2tl. I.PFIP SPEED
25. liP01 DISCII TEMP A
26. IIPO1 I)ISCII TCHP B
2/. IIPfl DISCll II:MP A
28. ETC ....
28335.8600
35660.2700
q321.3qEO
6521.7120
5308.2630
5213._570
930.$878
15q.2625
q90784.qOOO
1.6580
.7280
.6706
.8001
3126.2170
386.2080
206.8q24
7389.5130
169.71Bq
192.0415
98.1692
205.3588
q2.30S8
5166.0650
1513O.75OO
1285.8tj10
1285.8q10
1735.9330
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AN APPROXIMATE TIIERMAI. ANAI_YTER MODF.L
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APPROXIMATE STATIC ANALYSIS MODEl. I.INKING RESPONSE TO SYSTEM VARIABLES
I.CF DAMAGE DRIVERS
RESPONSE VARIABI_ES
• EFFECTIVE STRESS
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LINKING RMS RESPONSE ]0 SYSTEM VARIABLES
SCALING RELATION
TOTAL
_/( V 2 { Af ert__2tTltM, q _- alt.:l.C;) + t O'ItMS)
SINCE DYNAMIC RESPONSE IS DOMINA1EI) BY I IRS1 IIENI)ING MODE OF 1lIE POST (1800ttZ),
EXPECTED FREOUENCY IIAS NO SENSIIIVIIY IO SYSILM VARIAIU_ES
DAMAGE ACCIIMIILAT ION
LOW AND HIGH CYCLE DAMAGE ACCIIMUI.ATION; I.]NEAR OR NONLINEAR (DAMAGE CURVE)
LCF STRESS-STRAIN STATE DEPENDENI ON SPECIFIC MISSION INPUTS
HCF DYNAMIC STRESS DEPENDENT ON lIME A! IJIFFERENT POWER LEVELS DURING MISSION
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT FATIGUE CIIRVE
ADJUSTMENT OPTIONS TO INCREASE I.CF STRAIN RANGE DUE TO IICF "MAX" AMPLITUDE
ADJUSTMENTS TO FATIGUE CURVE FOR MIJ!_.IAXIAI.ITY ANI) IIYDROGEN EFFECTS
IICF ACCIIMIII.AI ION
• DYNAMIC STRESS AMPLITUDE DISIRIIIIIIION EOIII_D BE RAYI_EIGH OR USER DEFINED
• RANDOMIZED AMPLITUDE SEI.ECIION OR BIN INIEGRAIION MEIIIOD FOR CAI.CULAIING DAMAGE
• SHAKE DOWN OF MEAN DUE TO PEAK STRESS EXCEEDING YIELD
• NONLINEAR MEAN STRESS CORRECIION FOR PnSIIIV[ MEAN SIRESS
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ADDITIONAL EI.EMEN]S OF Tile DAMAGEMODEL
• DETERMINATION OF CONSISTENT CONSTITUTIVE AND FATIGUE CURVE
ASSUMPTIONS: RAMBERG-OSGOODFORM OF CYCLIC STRESS-STRAIN CURVE. MANSON-COFF[N TYPE
OF FATIGUE CURVE
r_[_,,- (_: +cN:)]-+r_T2A., /__LI*" "- (s_N;÷oN;) -. m_.
LCF lie1:[E-_2 _BEJ
• EFFECT OF MAXIMUM RANDOMIICF lOAD ON I.CI STRAIN RANGE IlIROIIGII N01CII PLASTICITY
ASSUMPTIONS: NEUBER'S RULE APPLIES A1 POIN1 2 OF TIlE IIYSTERESIS LOOP
_.,u(_o_J_ d:t,,") = (0"-+ 3°"""'t°'")_-
- E
• EFFECT OF TIlE MULIIAXIAI.1TY FACIOR (HI) ON I.IFE
MODIFIED FATIGUE CURVE CONSTANIS:
c'=--c ., =( . _"_
M F kAYF ]
• EFFECI OF 112ENVIRONMENT IIIROHGIIDlIClll.llYI.OSS
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ADDITIONAL EI.EMENISOF lIIEDAMAGE MODEL (CONTINUED}
CUMULATIVE MULTIAXIAL AND II_EFF[CT IS DOMINATED BY MULTIAXIALITY NEAR THE END OF
THE DUTY CYCLE
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